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5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 1 Enrollment No. Group : A
Practical Problem Write a program to display the following output using single coutstatement. (No need to take any input from user.)Maths         =  90Physics       = 77Chemistry  = 69
Objective(s) Want to make students familiar with C++ environment and with cinand cout statements.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout and cin objects.
Duration for
completion

1 Hour
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between cout and printfstatements.
2. How one can take input from user in C++ ?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that the sameprogram generates the same output in a single line?
4. Which error shall be raised if we use printf statementsinstead of cout?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date
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060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 2 Enrollment No. Group : A
Practical Problem Write a program to take input of Principal Amount, Rate Of Interestand Time in years from the user. Calculate Simple Interest,Compound Interest and display it on the screen.
Objective(s) Want to make students familiar with C++ environment and with cinand cout statements.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout and cin objects.
Duration for
completion

1 Hour
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between cin and scanfstatements.
2. How one can take input from user in C++?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that the sameprogram takes the input from the user using a single line ofcode?
4. Which error shall be raised if we use scanf statements insteadof cin?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date
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060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 3 Enrollment No. Group : A
Practical Problem Write a program to read two numbers as input from the keyboardand display the larger number on the screen.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of conditional statements and loops.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout,cin, different looping constructs and conditionalstatements.
Duration for
completion

1 Hour
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Apart from If condition statements, which statements can weuse to solve this problem?
2. How one can compare two integers in C++?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that the sameprogram checks the larger number from the given threeinteger values?
4. Which error shall be raised if we write condition as follow?if(int x=10 && int y=20)

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date
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060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 4 Enrollment No. Group : A
Practical Problem Write a program to print the following output using for loop.122333444455555………….
Objective(s) Clear the concept of conditional statements and loops.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout,cin, different looping constructs and conditionalstatements.
Duration for
completion

1 Hour
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between for and do..while()loop constructs.
2. How one can develop the same program without using forconstruct?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that the sameprogram prints the same pattern but in descending order asfollow?544333222211111
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide any conditionin for loop construct?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date
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060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 5 Enrollment No. Group : A
Practical Problem Write a program to define a class called Cone and find its area andvolume. The area and volume of cone are evaluated using theformula shown below:a. Slant height = sqrt(r2 + h2)b. Volume = 1/3 pi*r2*hc. Note: value of radius and height should be taken from user.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of Class and Objects.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout,cin, different looping constructs and conditionalstatements along with struct, class and object.
Duration for
completion

2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between structure and class
2. How one can execute the same program without creatingobject?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that programwill calculates slant height at the time of object creation?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide semicolon (;)at the end of class?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
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060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 6 Enrollment No. Group : A
Practical Problem Define a class baby with the following attributes.a. Nameb. Date of Birthc. Date on which bcg injection has to be given(60 days fromdate of birth)d. Date on which polio drops to be given.(45 days from dateof birth)Write a constructor to construct the baby object. The constructormust find out bcg and polio drops dates from the date of birth. In themain function define a baby and display its details.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of Class and Objects.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout,cin, different looping constructs and conditionalstatements along with struct, class and object.
Duration for
completion

2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between constructor anddestructor.
2. How one can print “Bye Bye Baby” message when programexecution gets terminate?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so data should notbe accessible outside the class?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide any accessmodifier to any data member and we try to call that memberfrom main function using object?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date
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060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 7 Enrollment No. Group : A
Practical Problem Write a function that creates a vector of user-given size M using newoperator.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of new and delete operators.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout,cin, different looping constructs and conditionalstatements along with class & object.
Duration for
completion

1 Hour
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between new and constructor.
2. How one can free the resources which have been allocatedduring the program execution?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so we can allocatememory without using new operator?
4. What will happen if we don’t free the resources that havebeen allocated during the program execution?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date
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060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 8 Enrollment No. Group : A
Practical Problem Define a class Park with attributes length, breadth and area. Define asuitable constructor and method to display the object.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of member functions and how to handle functionswith object.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function.
Duration for
completion

2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between constructor andmember method.
2. How one can set the initial value of all data members ofclass?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that initialvalues will get printed at the time of object creation?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide constructorname same as class name?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date
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060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 9 Enrollment No. Group : A
Practical Problem Define a class Room with attributesa. Lengthb. Breadthc. Heightd. Floor areae. Wall areaf. No of fansg. No of windowsh. No of doorsDefine a suitable constructor and method to display the details of aroom. Assume that 20% of the total wall area is occupied by doorsand windows.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of member functions and how to handle functionswith object.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function.
Duration for
completion

2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between object andconstructor.
2. How one can access the private data of class?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that initialvalues of one object will get assign to another object?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide destructorname same as class name?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date
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060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 10 Enrollment No. Group : A
Practical Problem Create two classes TC and TF which store the value of temperature.TC stores temperature in Celsius and TF in Fahrenheit. Write aprogram that can read values for the class objects and add one objectof TC with another object of TF.Use a friend function to carry out the addition operation. The objectthat stores the results may be a TC object or TF Object, depending onthe units in which the result is required.The display should be in the format of Celsius or Fahrenheitdepending on the object on display
Objective(s) Clear the concept of friend function
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function.
Duration for
completion

2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between virtual function andfriend function?
2. How one can one set the default value to the functionparameter?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that we cancarry out subtraction operation?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide forwarddeclaration of class when we are implementing concept ofFriend function?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date
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060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 11 Enrollment No. Group : A
Practical Problem Write a menu driven program that can perform the followingfunctions on strings. (Use overloaded operators where possible). (Donot use predefined string class )a. Compare two strings for equality (== operator)b. Check whether first string is smaller than the second (<=operator)
Objective(s) Clear the concept of operator overloading.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function.
Duration for
completion

1 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism and implementstatic (compile time) polymorphism in programs byoverloading operators.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between function overloadingand operator function?
2. How one can overload (: :) operator?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that we canconcatenate two strings?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t overload operatorfunction to concatenate two strings?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date
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060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 12 Enrollment No. Group : A
Practical Problem Write a program to create a class called Float. Display the addition oftwo Float objects.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of operator overloading.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function.
Duration for
completion

1 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism and implementstatic (compile time) polymorphism in programs byoverloading operators.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between operator function andcast operator function?
2. How one can overload (->) operator?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that we candivide two Float objects?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide return type inoperator function?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date
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060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 13 Enrollment No. Group : A
Practical Problem Write a tree class to represent the trees in a farm. A Tree has thefollowing attributes:a.) Tree Code     b.)Height     c.)Base WidthWrite a method annualUpdate(), which updates the height, basewidth and the amount spent so far on this tree.Define a Mango class which is a derived class of Tree class. Inaddition to the attributes of a Tree, the mango class has yieldattribute. Override the displayTree() and annualUpdate() methodssuitably.A Garden has two trees and two Mango trees. Define a class calledGarden and create these trees and display them.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of Inheritance.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function, function overriding,access modifiers.
Duration for completion 2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructorsand destructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism andimplement static (compile time) polymorphism in programsby overloading operators.
4. To understand and implement the concept of inheritanceand overriding functions.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between multiple inheritanceand multilevel inheritance?
2. How one can inherit tree class by private accessibility?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that mangoclass cannot use attributes and methods of Tree class?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide accessmodifiers for inheritance?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date
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060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 14 Enrollment No. Group : A
Practical Problem Create a base class called shape. Use this class to store two doubletype values that could be use to compute the area of figures. Derivetwo specific classes called triangle and rectangle from the baseshape. Add get_data() member function to the base class tocompute and display the area of figure. Make display_area() as avirtual function and redefine this function in the derived classes tosuit their requirements.Using these classes design a program that will accept dimensionsof the triangle or a rectangle interactivly and display the area.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of Virtual Function.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function, function overriding,access modifiers and inheritance.
Duration for completion 1 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructorsand destructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism andimplement static (compile time) polymorphism in programsby overloading operators.
4. To understand and implement the concept of inheritanceand overriding functions.
5. To understand concept of dynamic polymorphism usingvirtual functions, overriding functions and abstract class.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between virtual function andpure virtual function?
2. How one can access the current copy of base class bycalling function using derive class object?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so thatdisplay_area() method can calculate area of circle?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide virtualkeyword to create pure virtual function?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Marks Secured
Signature
Date
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060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 15 Enrollment No. Group : A
Practical Problem Write a program which reads a text from keyboard and displaysthe following information on the screen in two columns:

a.) Number of lines. b.) Number of words.
c.) Number of characters. d.) String should be left – justified andthe numbers should be right – justified in a suitable field width.

Objective(s) Learn how to format output using i/o functions.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function, function overriding,access modifiers, inheritance and formatting function and headerfiles.
Duration for completion 1 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructorsand destructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism andimplement static (compile time) polymorphism in programsby overloading operators.
4. To understand and implement the concept of inheritanceand overriding functions.
5. To understand concept of dynamic polymorphism usingvirtual functions, overriding functions and abstract class.
6. To understand I/O operations and hierarchy of File Streamclasses and able to develop programs to perform File andI/O operations.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between get() and put()function of istream and ostream.
2. How do the I/O facilities in C++ differ from that in C?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that we cancalculate how many consonant are there in input?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide iomanipheader file in this program?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired bjective(s) Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Marks Secured
Signature
Date
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060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 16 Enrollment No. Group : A
Practical Problem Create on Employee class which is inherited by FileHandle class.Using FileHandle class store the information about employees insorted order of their employee numbers in the file. Read anemployee number from the keyboard and display thecorresponding employee details.
Objective(s) Clear the concepts of handling file in C++
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function, function overriding,access modifiers, inheritance and formatting function and headerfiles, file classes for I/O in file.
Duration for completion 1 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructorsand destructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism andimplement static (compile time) polymorphism in programsby overloading operators.
4. To understand and implement the concept of inheritanceand overriding functions.
5. To understand concept of dynamic polymorphism usingvirtual functions, overriding functions and abstract class.
6. To understand I/O operations and hierarchy of File Streamclasses and able to develop programs to perform File andI/O operations.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between ostraem andofstream?
2. How one can create a new file usinf program?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that if filealready exists, it should delete all content of that file at thetime of file creation?
4. Which header file we need to include for file handling?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired bjective(s) Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Marks Secured
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 1 Enrollment No. Group : B
Practical Problem Write a program to read the values of a, b and c from the user anddisplay the value of x, where, x = a / b – cTest your program for the following values:a. a=250, b=85, c= 25b. A=300, b=70, c=70
Objective(s) Want to make students familiar with C++ environment and with cinand cout statements.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout and cin objects.
Duration for
completion

1 Hour
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 2. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

5. Give two points of differences between cout and printfstatements.
6. How one can take input from user in C++?
7. What changes should be made in the logic so that the value ofx always returns positive value?
8. Which error shall be raised if we use printf statementsinstead of cout?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 2 Enrollment No. Group : B
Practical Problem Write a program to take input of number. If the number is even, printits square value , otherwise print its cube value.
Objective(s) Want to make students familiar with C++ environment and with cinand cout statements.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout and cin objects.
Duration for
completion

1 Hour
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 2. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between cin and scanfstatements.
2. How one can take input from user in C++?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that the displaysforth root value if number is even else displays number withmessage “odd number”.
4. Which error shall be raised if we use scanf statements insteadof cin?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 3 Enrollment No. Group : B
Practical Problem Write a program to take input of an integer value from keyboard anddisplay on the screen “WELL DONE” that many times.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of conditional statements and loops.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout,cin, different looping constructs and conditionalstatements.
Duration for
completion

1 Hour
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 2. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Apart from for looping construct, which looping construct canwe use to solve this problem?
2. What is difference between do…while and while loopingcontructs?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that it prints“WELLDONE” one times less than inputed number?
4. Which output shall be displayed if we write cout as follow?Cout<<”WELLDONE i ”, where i is inputed value.

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 4 Enrollment No. Group : B
Practical Problem Write a program to generate n lines of the following pattern on thecomputer screen:1121123211234321
Objective(s) Clear the concept of conditional statements and loops.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout,cin, different looping constructs and conditionalstatements.
Duration for
completion

1 Hour
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 2. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between for and do..while()loop constructs.
2. How one can develop the same program without using forconstruct?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that the sameprogram prints the same pattern as follow?**  **  *  **  *  *  *
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide any conditionin for loop construct?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 5 Enrollment No. Group : B
Practical Problem Write a program to input the radius of a circle and find its area,diameter and circumference using class called Radius. The classRadius will have following attributes and methodsa. radiusb. pi =3.14c. calculateArea()d. calculateDiameter()e. calculateCircumference()
Objective(s) Clear the concept of Class and Objects.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout,cin, different looping constructs and conditionalstatements along with struct, class and object.
Duration for
completion

2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between structure and class
2. How one can execute the same program without creatingobject?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that programwill calculates area of circle at the time of object creation?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide semicolon (;)at the end of class?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 6 Enrollment No. Group : B
Practical Problem Write a  program that will ask for a measurement  in Feet anddisplay it in Inches using a class called measurement and memberfunctions.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of Class and Objects.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout,cin, different looping constructs and conditionalstatements along with struct, class and object.
Duration for
completion

2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between constructor anddestructor.
2. How one can print “Bye Bye” message when programexecution gets terminate?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so data should notbe accessible outside the class?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide any accessmodifier to any data member and we try to call that memberfrom main function using object?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 7 Enrollment No. Group : B
Practical Problem A book shop maintains the inventory of books that are been sold atthe shop. The list includes the details such as Author, Title, Price,Publisher & Stock position. Whenever a customer wants a book, thesales person inputs the title and author and the system searches thelist & display whether it is available or not. If it is not, an appropriatemessage is displayed. If it is, then the system displays the book detailand request for the number of copies required. If the requestedcopies are available, the total cost of the requested copies isdisplayed; otherwise the message "|Required copies not in stock" isdisplayed. Design a system using a class called books with suitablemember functions & constructors. Use new operator in constructorsto allocate memory space required.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of new and delete operators.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout,cin, different looping constructs and conditionalstatements along with class & object.
Duration for
completion

1 Hour
PEO(s) to be achieved <PEO no. and description>
PO(s) to be achieved <PO no. and description>
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between new and constructor.
2. How one can free the resources which have been allocatedduring the program execution?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so we can allocatememory without using new operator?
4. Which will happen if we don’t free the resources that havebeen allocated during the program execution?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 8 Enrollment No. Group : B
Practical Problem Define a class to represent a bank account. Include the followingmembers:Data membersa. Name of the depositorb. Account numberc. Type of Accountd. Balance amount in the accountMember functionsa. To assign initial valuesb. To deposit an amountc. To withdraw an amount after checking the balanced. To display name and balanceWrite a main program to test the program
Objective(s) Clear the concept of member functions and how to handle functionswith object.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function.
Duration for
completion

2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between constructor andmember method.
2. How one can set the initial value of all data members ofclass?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that initialvalues will get printed at the time of object creation?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide constructorname same as class name?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 9 Enrollment No. Group : B
Practical Problem Write a class to represent a vector (a series of float value). Includemember function to perform the following tasks:To create the vectorTo modify the value of a given elementTo multiply by a scalar valueTo display the vector in the form (10, 20,30,….)Write a program to test your class
Objective(s) Clear the concept of member functions and how to handle functionswith object.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function.
Duration for
completion

2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between object andconstructor.
2. How one can access the private data of class?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that initialvalues of one object will get assign to another object?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide destructorname same as class name?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 10 Enrollment No. Group : B
Practical Problem Create two classes DM and DB which store the value of distance. DMstores distances in meters and centimeter and DB in feet and inches.Write a program that can read values for the class objects and addone object of DM with another object of DB.Use a friend function to carry out the addition operation. The objectthat stores the results may be a DM object or DB Object, dependingon the units in which the result are required.The display should be in the format of feet and inches or meters andcentimeters depending on the object on display.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of friend function
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function.
Duration for
completion

2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between virtual function andfriend function?
2. How one can one set the default value to the functionparameter?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that we cancarry out subtraction operation?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide forwarddeclaration of class when we are implementing concept ofFriend function?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 11 Enrollment No. Group : B
Practical Problem Write a program to overload stream operators for reading ordisplaying contents of vector class’s object as followc. Cin >> v1;    cout << v2
Objective(s) Clear the concept of operator overloading.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function.
Duration for
completion

1 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism and implementstatic (compile time) polymorphism in programs byoverloading operators.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between function overloadingand operator function?
2. How one can overload (: :) operator?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that we can addtwo object of vector?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t overload operatorfunction to add two vector objects?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 12 Enrollment No. Group : B
Practical Problem Create a class index with overloaded prefix and postfix binaryoperators.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of operator overloading.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function.
Duration for
completion

1 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism and implementstatic (compile time) polymorphism in programs byoverloading operators.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between operator function andcast operator function?
2. How one can overload (->) operator?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that we candivide two index objects?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide return type inoperator function?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 13 Enrollment No. Group : B
Practical Problem An educational institution wishes to maintain a database of itsemployees. The database is divided into a number of classes whosehierarchical relationships are shown in Figure. The figure alsoshows the minimum information required for each class. Specify allthe classes and define functions to create the database and retrieveindividual as and when required

Objective(s) Clear the concept of Inheritance.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function, function overriding,access modifiers.
Duration for completion 2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructorsand destructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism andimplement static (compile time) polymorphism in programsby overloading operators.
4. To understand and implement the concept of inheritanceand overriding functions.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Mastering C++ by Venugopal, Object Oriented Programming withC++ by Balaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between hybrid inheritanceand hierarchical inheritance?
2. How one can inherit typist class by private accessibility?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that casualclass cannot use attributes and methods of typist class?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide accessmodifiers for inheritance?

Assessment
achieves the desired objective(s) Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the student
Signature
Date

Practical No. 14 Enrollment No. Group : B



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical Problem Create a base class called shape. Use this class to store two doubletype values that could be use to compute the area of figures. Derivetwo specific classes called triangle and rectangle from the baseshape. Add get_data() member function to the base class tocompute and display the area of figure. Make display_area() as avirtual function and redefine this function in the derived classes tosuit their requirements.Using these classes design a program that will accept dimensionsof the triangle or a rectangle interactivly and display the area.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of Virtual Function.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function, function overriding,access modifiers and inheritance.
Duration for completion 1 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructorsand destructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism andimplement static (compile time) polymorphism in programsby overloading operators.
4. To understand and implement the concept of inheritanceand overriding functions.
5. To understand concept of dynamic polymorphism usingvirtual functions, overriding functions and abstract class.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between virtual function andpure virtual function?
2. How one can access the current copy of base class bycalling function using derive class object?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so thatdisplay_area() method can calculate area of circle?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide virtualkeyword to create pure virtual function?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Marks Secured
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 15 Enrollment No. Group : B
Practical Problem Write a program to read a list containing item name, item code,and cost interactively and produce a three column output as shownbelow. NAME                         CODE                            COSTTurbo C++                 1001                             250.95C Primer                     905                                95.70Note that the name and code are left – justified and the cost is right– justified with a precision of two digits. Trailing zeros are shown.
Objective(s) Learn how to format output using i/o functions.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function, function overriding,access modifiers, inheritance and formatting function .
Duration for completion 1 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructorsand destructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism andimplement static (compile time) polymorphism in programsby overloading operators.
4. To understand and implement the concept of inheritanceand overriding functions.
5. To understand concept of dynamic polymorphism usingvirtual functions, overriding functions and abstract class.
6. To understand I/O operations and hierarchy of File Streamclasses and able to develop programs to perform File andI/O operations.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Mastering C++ by Venugopal, Object Oriented Programming withC++ by Balaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between get() and put()function of istream and ostream.
2. How do the I/O facilities in C++ differ from that in C?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that we cancalculate how many consonant are there in input?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide iomanipheader file in this program?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired bjective(s) Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Marks Secured
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 16 Enrollment No. Group : B
Practical Problem Write a program to delete the 6th line in a file. Do not change the 6thline to a blank line; delete it completely.
Objective(s) Clear the concepts of handling file in C++
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function, function overriding,access modifiers, inheritance and formatting function and headerfiles, file classes for I/O in file.
Duration for completion 1 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructorsand destructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism andimplement static (compile time) polymorphism in programsby overloading operators.
4. To understand and implement the concept of inheritanceand overriding functions.
5. To understand concept of dynamic polymorphism usingvirtual functions, overriding functions and abstract class.
6. To understand I/O operations and hierarchy of File Streamclasses and able to develop programs to perform File andI/O operations.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between ostraem andofstream?
2. How one can create a new file using program?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that if filealready exists, it should delete all content of that file at thetime of file creation?
4. Which header file we need to include for file handling?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired bjective(s) Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Marks Secured
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 1 Enrollment No. Group : C
Practical Problem Write a C++ program that will ask for a temperature in Fahrenheitand display it in Celsius.
Objective(s) Want to make students familiar with C++ environment and with cinand cout statements.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout and cin objects.
Duration for
completion

1 Hour
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between cout and printfstatements.
2. How one can take input from user in C++?.
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that the sameprogram generates the same output without using coutstatement?
4. Which error shall be raised if we use printf statementsinstead of cout?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 2 Enrollment No. Group : C
Practical Problem Write a program to take input of choice (1 or 2).  If the choice is 1,print the area of a circle otherwise print the perimeter of a circle.Accept the radius of the circle from the user
Objective(s) Want to make students familiar with C++ environment and with cinand cout statements.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout and cin objects.
Duration for
completion

1 Hour
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between cin and scanfstatements.
2. How one can take input from user in C++?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that the sameprogram takes the input from the user using a single line ofcode?
4. Which error shall be raised if we use scanf statements insteadof cin?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 3 Enrollment No. Group : C
Practical Problem Write a program that obtains the largest value of three numbers.Take input of three numbers from the user.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of conditional statements and loops.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout,cin, different looping constructs and conditionalstatements.
Duration for
completion

1 Hour
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Apart from If condition statements, which statements can weuse to solve this problem?
2. How one can compare two integers in C++?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that the sameprogram checks the larger number from the given two integervalues?
4. Which error shall be raised if we write condition as follow?if(int x=10 && int y=20)

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 4 Enrollment No. Group : C
Practical Problem WAP to generate 2n+1 lines of the following pattern on the computerscreen: *@@@*  * * * *@@@@@@@
Objective(s) Clear the concept of conditional statements and loops.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout,cin, different looping constructs and conditionalstatements.
Duration for
completion

1 Hour
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between for and do..while()loop constructs.
2. How one can develop the same program without using forconstruct?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that the sameprogram prints the same pattern as follow?@*  *@ @ @*   *   *   *
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide any conditionin for loop construct?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 5 Enrollment No. Group : C
Practical Problem Write a  program that will ask for a measurement  in Meter anddisplay it in Centimetres using a class called measurement andmember functions.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of Class and Objects.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout,cin, different looping constructs and conditionalstatements along with struct, class and object.
Duration for
completion

2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between structure and class
2. How one can execute the same program without creatingobject?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that programwill calculates measurement in centimeter at the time ofobject creation?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide semicolon (;)at the end of class?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 6 Enrollment No. Group : C
Practical Problem A class called Television has the following attributes:a. Makeb. Size of the screenc. Date of purchase of the TVd. Is it a color TVDefine a class Television. Define a method for displaying theattribute values of a TV.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of Class and Objects.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout,cin, different looping constructs and conditionalstatements along with struct, class and object.
Duration for
completion

2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between constructor anddestructor.
2. How one can print “Hello” message when program executiongets start?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so data should notbe accessible outside the class?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide any accessmodifier to any data member and we try to call that memberfrom main function using object?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 7 Enrollment No. Group : C
Practical Problem Create a class Counted that contains an int id. There should bedefault constructor in class Counted. It should print its id andmessage like "It is being created", when an object is being createdusing new operator. It should also print its id and message like "It isbeing destroyed", when object is being destroyed using deleteoperator.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of new and delete operators.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout,cin, different looping constructs and conditionalstatements along with class & object.
Duration for
completion

1 Hour
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between new and constructor.
2. How one can free the resources which have been allocatedduring the program execution?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so we can allocatememory without using new operator?
4. Which will happen if we don’t free the resources that havebeen allocated during the program execution?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 8 Enrollment No. Group : C
Practical Problem Write a program to create Student class with the followingattributes.Register Number, Name of the student, Mark in Subject 1,Mark in subject 2, Mark in subject 3, Total MarksThe total of the three marks must be calculated only when thestudent passes in all three subjects. The pass marks for each subjectis 50. If a candidate fails in any one of the subjects, his total marksmust be declared as 0. Using this conditions, write a constructor forthis class. Write a method displayStudent() to display the details ofthe student object. In main method create an array of three Studentobjects and display the object details.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of member functions and how to handle functionswith object.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function.
Duration 2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between constructor andmember method.
2. How one can set the initial value of all data members ofclass?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that initialvalues will get printed at the time of object creation?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide constructorname same as class name?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 9 Enrollment No. Group : C
Practical Problem Considered the Student class defined in the previous program(08),write a method bestStudent() which returns the student with thehighest total marks and print the detail of that student.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of member functions and how to handle functionswith object.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function.
Duration for
completion

2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between object andconstructor.
2. How one can access the private data of class?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that initialvalues of one object will get assign to another object?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide destructorname same as class name?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 10 Enrollment No. Group : C
Practical Problem Create two classes called Class_1 & Class_2. Class_1 will have  privateattribute named int value1 & Class_2 will have  private attributenamed int value2.Create one function named Swap(), which will swap the values ofvalue1 & value2 attributes of Class_1 & Class_2.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of friend function
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function.
Duration for
completion

2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between virtual function andfriend function?
2. How one can one set the default value to the functionparameter?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that we cancarry out swap operation?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide forwarddeclaration of class when we are implementing concept ofFriend function?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 11 Enrollment No. Group : C
Practical Problem Write a menu driven program that can perform the followingfunctions on strings. (Use overloaded operators where possible).(Do not use predefined string class)a. Reverse the stringb. Concatenate two strings (+ operator)
Objective(s) Clear the concept of operator overloading.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function.
Duration for completion 1 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologiesto solve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructorsand destructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism andimplement static (compile time) polymorphism inprograms by overloading operators.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between functionoverloading and operator function?
2. How one can overload (: :) operator?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that we canprint the string object by overloading cout<< ?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t overload operatorfunction to reverse the string?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 12 Enrollment No. Group : C
Practical Problem Create a class FLOAT that contains one float data member. Overloadall the four arithmetic operators so that they operate on the objectsof FLOAT
Objective(s) Clear the concept of operator overloading.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function.
Duration for
completion

1 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism and implementstatic (compile time) polymorphism in programs byoverloading operators.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between operator function andcast operator function?
2. How one can overload (->) operator?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that we canincrement float objects by 1 value?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide return type inoperator function?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 13 Enrollment No. Group : C
Practical Problem Consider a class network of below figure. The class master derivesinformation from both account and admin classes which in turnderive information from the class person. Define all the fourclasses and write a program to create update and display theinformation contained in master objects

Objective(s) Clear the concept of Inheritance.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function, function overriding,access modifiers.
Duration for completion 2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructorsand destructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism andimplement static (compile time) polymorphism in programsby overloading operators.
4. To understand and implement the concept of inheritanceand overriding functions.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Mastering C++ by Venugopal, Object Oriented Programming withC++ by Balaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between hybrid inheritanceand hierarchical inheritance?
2. How one can inherit typist class by private accessibility?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that masterclass cannot use attributes and methods of admin class?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide accessmodifiers for inheritance?

Assessment
achieves the desired objective(s) Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the student
Signature
Date

Practical No. 14 Enrollment No. Group : C



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical Problem Create a base class called shape. Use this class to store two doubletype values that could be use to compute the area of figures. Derivetwo specific classes called triangle and rectangle from the baseshape. Add get_data() member function to the base class tocompute and display the area of figure. Make display_area() as avirtual function and redefine this function in the derived classes tosuit their requirements.Using these classes design a program that will accept dimensionsof the triangle or a rectangle interactivly and display the area.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of Virtual Function.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function, function overriding,access modifiers and inheritance.
Duration for completion 1 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructorsand destructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism andimplement static (compile time) polymorphism in programsby overloading operators.
4. To understand and implement the concept of inheritanceand overriding functions.
5. To understand concept of dynamic polymorphism usingvirtual functions, overriding functions and abstract class.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between virtual function andpure virtual function?
2. How one can access the current copy of base class bycalling function using derive class object?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so thatdisplay_area() method can calculate area of circle?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide virtualkeyword to create pure virtual function?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Marks Secured
Signature
Date

Practical No. 15 Enrollment No. Group : C
Practical Problem Design a manipulator to provide the following outputspecifications for printing float values



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programminga. 15 column width.b. Right justified.c. 2 digits precision.d. Filling unused spaces with +.e. Showing trailing zeros.
Objective(s) Learn how to format output using i/o functions.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function, function overriding,access modifiers, inheritance and formatting function .
Duration for completion 1 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructorsand destructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism andimplement static (compile time) polymorphism in programsby overloading operators.
4. To understand and implement the concept of inheritanceand overriding functions.
5. To understand concept of dynamic polymorphism usingvirtual functions, overriding functions and abstract class.
6. To understand I/O operations and hierarchy of File Streamclasses and able to develop programs to perform File andI/O operations.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Mastering C++ by Venugopal, Object Oriented Programming withC++ by Balaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between get() and put()function of istream and ostream.
2. How do the I/O facilities in C++ differ from that in C?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that we cancalculate how many fraction points are there in input?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide iomanipheader file in this program?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired bjective(s) Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Marks Secured
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 16 Enrollment No. Group : C
Practical Problem A file contains a list of telephone numbers in the following form::John            23456Ahmed       34567The name contains only one word and the names and telephonenumber are separated by white spaces. Write a program to readthe file and output the list in two columns. The names should beleft-justified and the numbers right-justified.
Objective(s) Clear the concepts of handling file in C++
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function, function overriding,access modifiers, inheritance and formatting function and headerfiles, file classes for I/O in file.
Duration for completion 1 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructorsand destructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism andimplement static (compile time) polymorphism in programsby overloading operators.
4. To understand and implement the concept of inheritanceand overriding functions.
5. To understand concept of dynamic polymorphism usingvirtual functions, overriding functions and abstract class.
6. To understand I/O operations and hierarchy of File Streamclasses and able to develop programs to perform File andI/O operations.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between ostraem andofstream?
2. How one can create a new file using program?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that if filealready exists, it should delete all content of that file at thetime of file creation?
4. Which header file we need to include for file handling?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired bjective(s) Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Marks Secured
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 1 Enrollment No. Group : D
Practical Problem Write a program to take input of two numbers m and n. Then displayfirst m multiples of n number.
Objective(s) Want to make students familiar with C++ environment and with cinand cout statements.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout and cin objects.
Duration for
completion

1 Hour
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between cout and printfstatements.
2. How one can take input from user in C++?.
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that the sameprogram generates the same output in a single line?
4. Which error shall be raised if we use printf statementsinstead of cout?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 2 Enrollment No. Group : D
Practical Problem Write a program using while loop to reverse the digits of a givennumber. (for example, If number is=12345 then output number is=54321)
Objective(s) Want to make students familiar with C++ environment and with cinand cout statements.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout and cin objects.
Duration for
completion

1 Hour
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between cin and scanfstatements.
2. How one can take input from user in C++?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that we canreverse the inputed number up to (length of inputed number-1) digits only ?
4. Which error shall be raised if we use scanf statements insteadof cin?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 3 Enrollment No. Group : D
Practical Problem WAP that reads in a character <ch> from the keyboard and thendisplays one of the following messages:a. If <ch> is a lower case alphabet, the message“The upper case character corresponding to <ch> is …”b. If <ch> is an upper case alphabet, the message“The lower case character corresponding to <ch> is …”c. If <ch> is not an alphabet, the message“<ch> is not an alphabet”
Objective(s) Clear the concept of conditional statements and loops.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout,cin, different looping constructs and conditionalstatements.
Duration for
completion

1 hour
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Apart from If condition statements, which statements canwe use to solve this problem?
2. How one can take compare two character in C++?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that the sameprogram checks the choice <ch> for special symbols anddisplays <ch > is Special Symbol.
4. Which error shall be raised if we write condition as follow?if(char ch=”abc” && char ch=”xyz”)

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 4 Enrollment No. Group : D
Practical Problem Write a program to take input of a number. If the number is negative,then again input the number. Keep on doing so until the user enters apositive number.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of conditional statements and loops.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout,cin, different looping constructs and conditionalstatements.
Duration for
completion

1 Hour
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between for and do..while()loop constructs.
2. How one can develop the same program without using forconstruct?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that the sameprogram prints message as “Inputed number is negative” andasks for input again, else displays “number is positive”.
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide any conditionin for loop construct?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 5 Enrollment No. Group : D
Practical Problem Define a class of employees. It should contain employee number,name, address and number of dependents for the employee. Itshould also contain functions to insert and display information aboutemployees. Define an array of 10 employees. At the end, display allemployees with more than two dependents.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of Class and Objects.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout,cin, different looping constructs and conditionalstatements along with struct, class and object.
Duration for
completion

2 hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between structure and class
2. How one can execute the same program without creatingobject?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that programwill calculates slant height at the time of object creation?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide semicolon (;)at the end of class?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 6 Enrollment No. Group : D
Practical Problem A class called Television has the following attributes:e. Makef. Size of the screeng. Date of purchase of the TVh. Is it a color TVDefine a class Television. Define a method for displaying theattribute values of a TV
Objective(s) Clear the concept of Class and Objects.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout,cin, different looping constructs and conditionalstatements along with struct, class and object.
Duration for
completion

2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between constructor anddestructor.
2. How one can print “Bye Bye Baby” message when programexecution gets terminate?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so data should notbe accessible outside the class?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide any accessmodifier to any data member and we try to call that memberfrom main function using object?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 7 Enrollment No. Group : D
Practical Problem Create a class Counted that contains an int id. There should bedefault constructor in class Counted. It should print its id andmessage like "It is being created", when an object is being createdusing new operator. It should also print its id and message like "It isbeing destroyed", when object is being destroyed using deleteoperator.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of new and delete operators.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout,cin, different looping constructs and conditionalstatements along with class & object.
Duration for
completion

1 Hour
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between new and constructor.
2. How one can free the resources which have been allocatedduring the program execution?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so we can allocatememory without using new operator?
4. Which will happen if we don’t free the resources that havebeen allocated during the program execution?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 8 Enrollment No. Group : D
Practical Problem A house has a bed room, drawing room, hall, dining room andkitchen. It also has a Television. Other attributes of a house are doorno., date of construction, total plinth area and ground area. Define aclass House and define a suitable constructor and a method todisplay the details of the house.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of member functions and how to handle functionswith object.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function.
Duration for
completion

2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between constructor andmember method.
2. How one can set the initial value of all data members ofclass?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that initialvalues will get printed at the time of object creation?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide constructorname same as class name?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 9 Enrollment No. Group : D
Practical Problem A Block is a collection of 4 Houses and a Park, another attribute isarea. Define a class. Create a Block in the main method and displayits details.

Objective(s) Clear the concept of member functions and how to handle functionswith object.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function.
Duration for
completion

2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between object andconstructor.
2. How one can access the private data of class?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that initialvalues of one object will get assign to another object?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide destructorname same as class name?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 10 Enrollment No. Group : D
Practical Problem Define Time class with string containing seconds elapsed tillmidnight (12:00A.M) as a single data member. Write AddTimefunction which adds two different Time objects and return a newTime object. Write a DisplayNormal function which converts the timein seconds and displays in normal fashion HH:MM:SS.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of friend function
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function.
Duration for
completion

2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between virtual function andfriend function?
2. How one can one set the default value to the functionparameter?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that we cancarry out subtraction operation of two different time objects?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide forwarddeclaration of class when we are implementing concept ofFriend function?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 11 Enrollment No. Group : D
Practical Problem Overload + and – for a stack class such that + provides push and –provides pop operation.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of operator overloading.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function.
Duration for completion 1 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologiesto solve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructorsand destructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism andimplement static (compile time) polymorphism inprograms by overloading operators.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between functionoverloading and operator function?
2. How one can overload (: :) operator?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that we canprint the stack object by overloading cout<< ?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t overload operatorfunction to push the value in stack?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 12 Enrollment No. Group : D
Practical Problem Write a program to create a class called Float. Display themultiplication of two Float objects.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of operator overloading.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function.
Duration for
completion

1 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism and implementstatic (compile time) polymorphism in programs byoverloading operators.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between operator function andcast operator function?
2. How one can overload (->) operator?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that we canincrement float objects by 1 value?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide return type inoperator function?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 13 Enrollment No. Group : D
Practical Problem Create three class SocialNetwork, FaceBook, and Twitter;SocialNetwork class has data member like username andpassword; FaceBook class inherit the properties of SocialNetworkclass and it has data member like scrap message and group name;Twitter class inherit the properties of SocialNetwork and has datamembers like twit message and follower and do the followingoperationa. Insert data through derived class parameterizedconstructor.There are more than one user of FaceBook and Twitter so useappropriate technique for creating user.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of Inheritance.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function, function overriding,access modifiers.
Duration for completion 2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructorsand destructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism andimplement static (compile time) polymorphism in programsby overloading operators.
4. To understand and implement the concept of inheritanceand overriding functions.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Mastering C++ by Venugopal, Object Oriented Programming withC++ by Balaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between hybrid inheritanceand hierarchical inheritance?
2. How one can inherit typist class by private accessibility?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that twitterclass cannot use attributes and methods of socialnetworkclass?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide accessmodifiers for inheritance?

Assessment
achieves the desired objective(s) Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the student
Signature
Date

Practical No. 14 Enrollment No. Group : D



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical Problem Create a base class called shape. Use this class to store two doubletype values that could be use to compute the area of figures. Derivetwo specific classes called triangle and rectangle from the baseshape. Add get_data() member function to the base class tocompute and display the area of figure. Make display_area() as avirtual function and redefine this function in the derived classes tosuit their requirements.Using these classes design a program that will accept dimensionsof the triangle or a rectangle interactivly and display the area.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of Virtual Function.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function, function overriding,access modifiers and inheritance.
Duration for completion 1 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructorsand destructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism andimplement static (compile time) polymorphism in programsby overloading operators.
4. To understand and implement the concept of inheritanceand overriding functions.
5. To understand concept of dynamic polymorphism usingvirtual functions, overriding functions and abstract class.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between virtual function andpure virtual function?
2. How one can access the current copy of base class bycalling function using derive class object?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so thatdisplay_area() method can calculate area of circle?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide virtualkeyword to create pure virtual function?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Marks Secured
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 15 Enrollment No. Group : D
Practical Problem Write a program which reads a text from keyboard and displaysthe following information on the screen in two columns:Number of lines, Number of words, Number of characters,String should be left – justified and the numbers should be right –justified in a suitable field width, and also fill unused space withstar (*)
Objective(s) Learn how to format output using i/o functions.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function, function overriding,access modifiers, inheritance and formatting function .
Duration for completion 1 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructorsand destructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism andimplement static (compile time) polymorphism in programsby overloading operators.
4. To understand and implement the concept of inheritanceand overriding functions.
5. To understand concept of dynamic polymorphism usingvirtual functions, overriding functions and abstract class.
6. To understand I/O operations and hierarchy of File Streamclasses and able to develop programs to perform File andI/O operations.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Mastering C++ by Venugopal, Object Oriented Programming withC++ by Balaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between get() and put()function of istream and ostream.
2. How do the I/O facilities in C++ differ from that in C?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that we cancalculate how many vovels are there in input?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide iomanipheader file in this program?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired bjective(s) Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Marks Secured
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 16 Enrollment No. Group : D
Practical Problem Write a program to copy only lines beginning with a user specifiedcharacter from file source.txt to destination.txt
Objective(s) Clear the concepts of handling file in C++
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function, function overriding,access modifiers, inheritance and formatting function and headerfiles, file classes for I/O in file.
Duration for completion 1 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructorsand destructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism andimplement static (compile time) polymorphism in programsby overloading operators.
4. To understand and implement the concept of inheritanceand overriding functions.
5. To understand concept of dynamic polymorphism usingvirtual functions, overriding functions and abstract class.
6. To understand I/O operations and hierarchy of File Streamclasses and able to develop programs to perform File andI/O operations.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between ostraem andofstream?
2. How one can create a new file using program?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that if filealready exists, it should delete all content of that file at thetime of file creation?
4. Which header file we need to include for file handling?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired bjective(s) Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Marks Secured
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 1 Enrollment No. Group : E
Practical Problem WAP to input 10 numbers and then display their sum and average.Also display the largest and the smallest of the numbers entered
Objective(s) Want to make students familiar with C++ environment and with cinand cout statements.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout and cin objects.
Duration for
completion

1 Hour
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between cout and printfstatements.
2. How one can take input from user in C++?.
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that the sameprogram generates smallest and largest value using a singlefunction?
4. Which error shall be raised if we use printf statementsinstead of cin?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 2 Enrollment No. Group : E
Practical Problem Write a program to convert a binary number to its correspondingoctal number.
Objective(s) Want to make students familiar with C++ environment and with cinand cout statements.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout and cin objects.
Duration for
completion

1 Hour
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between cin and scanfstatements.
2. How one can take input from user in C++?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that the sameprogram takes the input from the user using a single line ofcode?
4. Which error shall be raised if we use scanf statements insteadof cin?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 3 Enrollment No. Group : E
Practical Problem WAP to input a list of numbers and then reverse this list of numberswithout using a second array. E.g. if the original list contains5,2,3,4,1,9, then after reversal the list should contain 9,1,4,3,2,5
Objective(s) Clear the concept of conditional statements and loops.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout,cin, different looping constructs and conditionalstatements.
Duration for
completion

1 Hour
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Apart from If condition statements, which statements can weuse to solve this problem?
2. How one can take compare two integers in C++?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that the sameprogram sort the list in ascending order?
4. Which error shall be raised if we write condition as follow?if(int x=10 && int y=20)

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 4 Enrollment No. Group : E
Practical Problem Write a program to generate n lines of the following pattern on thecomputer screen:1234321123211211
Objective(s) Clear the concept of conditional statements and loops.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout,cin, different looping constructs and conditionalstatements.
Duration for
completion

1 Hour
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between for and do..while()loop constructs.
2. How one can develop the same program without using forconstruct?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that the sameprogram prints the same pattern but in descending order asfollow?1121123211234321
4. Which error shall be raised if provide only three ; in for loop?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 5 Enrollment No. Group : E
Practical Problem Write a program that creates an Employee class which containemp_code, name, designation and salary fields, and three constructorone is default constructor, second constructor contain three filedemp code, name and designation& if designation is clerk set salary ofRs. 5000 if designation is peon set salary of Rs. 2000 and if managerset salary of Rs. 10000 for others set salary of Rs. 1000 and thirdconstructor contain four fileds emp code, name, designation andsalary. Display information of employee using display method.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of Class and Objects.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout,cin, different looping constructs and conditionalstatements along with struct, class and object.
Duration for
completion

2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between structure and class
2. How one can execute the same program without creatingobject?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that programwill print employee detail when program will get terminate?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide semicolon (;)at the end of class?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 6 Enrollment No. Group : E
Practical Problem Write a program that create two class one is main method class andanother is to represent a bank account that includes the followingmember:Data Members1. Owner name2. Account number3. Balance amount in the accountMethods Members1. To assign initial values.2. To deposit an amount.3. To withdraw an amount after checking balance minimumbalance must be Rs.500.4. To Display the owner name and balance
Objective(s) Clear the concept of Class and Objects.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout,cin, different looping constructs and conditionalstatements along with struct, class and object.
Duration for
completion

2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between constructor anddestructor.
2. How one can print “Bye Bye Baby” message when programexecution gets terminate?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so data should notbe accessible outside the class?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide any accessmodifier to any data member and we try to call that memberfrom main function using object?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 7 Enrollment No. Group : E
Practical Problem Create a class CounteID that contains an float id. There should bedefault constructor in class CounteID. It should print its id andmessage like "It is being created", when an object is being createdusing new operator. It should also print its id and message like "It isbeing destroyed", when object is being destroyed using deleteoperator.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of new and delete operators.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout,cin, different looping constructs and conditionalstatements along with class & object.
Duration for
completion

1 Hour
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between new and constructor.
2. How one can free the resources which have been allocatedduring the program execution?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so we can allocatememory without using new operator?
4. Which will happen if we don’t free the resources that havebeen allocated during the program execution?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 8 Enrollment No. Group : E
Practical Problem Define a class called Employee with the name and date ofappointment. Create 5 employee objects as an array, sort and printthem as per their date of an appointment. That is, print them as pertheir seniority.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of member functions and how to handle functionswith object.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function.
Duration for
completion

2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between constructor andmember method.
2. How one can set the initial value of all data members ofclass?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that initialvalues will get printed at the time of object creation?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide constructorname same as class name?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 9 Enrollment No. Group : E
Practical Problem Modify the class Employee defined in the previous program (13), addtwo attribute called basic_salary and  net_pay & method namedcalculateBonus().From the date of appointment find the total experience of anemployee and calculate bonus according to an experience. Thecriteria to calculate bonus on basic salary is as follow.a. if experience is 1 year = 10% bonus.b. if experience is 2 year = 20% bonus.c. if experience is 3 year = 30% bonus.d. if experience is more than 3 years = 40% bonus.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of member functions and how to handle functionswith object.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function.
Duration for
completion

2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between object andconstructor.
2. How one can access the private data of class?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that initialvalues of one object will get assign to another object?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide destructorname same as class name?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 10 Enrollment No. Group : E
Practical Problem Create two classes Inches and Centimeter which store the value ofheight. Inches stores height in inch and Centimeter in centimeter.Write a program that can read values for the class objects and addone object of Inches with another object of Centimeter. Use a friendfunction to carry out the addition operation. The object that storesthe results may be a Inches object or Centimeter Object, dependingon the units in which the result are required.The display should be in the format of Inches or Centimeterdepending on the object on display.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of friend function
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function.
Duration for
completion

2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between virtual function andfriend function?
2. How one can one set the default value to the functionparameter?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that we cancarry out subtraction operation?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide forwarddeclaration of class when we are implementing concept ofFriend function?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 11 Enrollment No. Group : E
Practical Problem Overload + and – for a queue class such that + provides insert and– provides delete operation.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of operator overloading.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function.
Duration for completion 1 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologiesto solve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructorsand destructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism andimplement static (compile time) polymorphism inprograms by overloading operators.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between functionoverloading and operator function?
2. How one can overload (: :) operator?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that we canprint the queue object by overloading cout<< ?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t overload operatorfunction to insert the value in queue?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 12 Enrollment No. Group : E
Practical Problem Write a program to create a class called Double. Display the additionand division of two Double objects.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of operator overloading.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function.
Duration for
completion

1 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism and implementstatic (compile time) polymorphism in programs byoverloading operators.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between operator function andcast operator function?
2. How one can overload (->) operator?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that we canincrement Double objects by 1.5 value?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide return type inoperator function?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 13 Enrollment No. Group : E
Practical Problem Create two class one is Friend and another is Buddy, Friend classhas data member like name and email-id, and Buddy class inheritthe properties of Friend class and it has data member like dob,mobile no and address and do the following operation.a. Create three constructors for base and derived class.b. Insert data through derived class parameterizedconstructor.Display all the information through parent class reference variable.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of Inheritance.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function, function overriding,access modifiers.
Duration for completion 2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructorsand destructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism andimplement static (compile time) polymorphism in programsby overloading operators.
4. To understand and implement the concept of inheritanceand overriding functions.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Mastering C++ by Venugopal, Object Oriented Programming withC++ by Balaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between hybrid inheritanceand hierarchical inheritance?
2. How one can inherit friend class by private accessibility?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that buddyclass cannot use attributes and methods of friend class?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide accessmodifiers for inheritance?

Assessment
achieves the desired objective(s) Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 14 Enrollment No. Group : E
Practical Problem Create a base class called shape. Use this class to store two doubletype values that could be use to compute the area of figures. Derivetwo specific classes called triangle and rectangle from the baseshape. Add get_data() member function to the base class tocompute and display the area of figure. Make display_area() as avirtual function and redefine this function in the derived classes tosuit their requirements.Using these classes design a program that will accept dimensionsof the triangle or a rectangle interactivly and display the area.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of Virtual Function.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function, function overriding,access modifiers and inheritance.
Duration for completion 1 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructorsand destructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism andimplement static (compile time) polymorphism in programsby overloading operators.
4. To understand and implement the concept of inheritanceand overriding functions.
5. To understand concept of dynamic polymorphism usingvirtual functions, overriding functions and abstract class.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between virtual function andpure virtual function?
2. How one can access the current copy of base class bycalling function using derive class object?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so thatdisplay_area() method can calculate area of circle?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide virtualkeyword to create pure virtual function?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Marks Secured
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 15 Enrollment No. Group : E
Practical Problem Write a program which reads a text from keyboard and displaysthe following information on the screen in two columns:Number of consonants, Number of vovels, Number of characters,String should be left – justified and the numbers should be right –justified in a suitable field width, and also fill unused space withstar (*)
Objective(s) Learn how to format output using i/o functions.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function, function overriding,access modifiers, inheritance and formatting function .
Duration for completion 1 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructorsand destructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism andimplement static (compile time) polymorphism in programsby overloading operators.
4. To understand and implement the concept of inheritanceand overriding functions.
5. To understand concept of dynamic polymorphism usingvirtual functions, overriding functions and abstract class.
6. To understand I/O operations and hierarchy of File Streamclasses and able to develop programs to perform File andI/O operations.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Mastering C++ by Venugopal, Object Oriented Programming withC++ by Balaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between get() and put()function of istream and ostream.
2. How do the I/O facilities in C++ differ from that in C?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that we cancalculate how many words are there in input?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide iomanipheader file in this program?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired bjective(s) Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Marks Secured
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 16 Enrollment No. Group : E
Practical Problem Write a program that reads the character from the file andcalculates the average number of characters per line in a file.Display the average number of character on screen.
Objective(s) Clear the concepts of handling file in C++
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function, function overriding,access modifiers, inheritance and formatting function and headerfiles, file classes for I/O in file.
Duration for completion 1 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructorsand destructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism andimplement static (compile time) polymorphism in programsby overloading operators.
4. To understand and implement the concept of inheritanceand overriding functions.
5. To understand concept of dynamic polymorphism usingvirtual functions, overriding functions and abstract class.
6. To understand I/O operations and hierarchy of File Streamclasses and able to develop programs to perform File andI/O operations.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between ostraem andofstream?
2. How one can create a new file using program?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that if filealready exists, it should delete all content of that file at thetime of file creation?
4. Which header file we need to include for file handling?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired bjective(s) Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Marks Secured
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 1 Enrollment No. Group : F
Practical Problem WAP to input two numbers and find their LCM and HCF.
Objective(s) Want to make students familiar with C++ environment and with cinand cout statements.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout and cin objects.
Duration for
completion

1 Hour
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between cout and printfstatements.
2. How one can take input from user in C++?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that the sameprogram generates LCM and HCF in a single function?
4. Which error shall be raised if we use printf statementsinstead of cin?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 2 Enrollment No. Group : F
Practical Problem Write a program to generate a series of Armstrong numbers. Anumber is an Armstrong number if the sum of the cube of its digit isequal to the number.
Objective(s) Want to make students familiar with C++ environment and with cinand cout statements.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout and cin objects.
Duration for
completion

1 Hour
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between cin and scanfstatements.
2. How one can take input from user in C++?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that the sameprogram takes the input of number for user and checkswhether the given number is palindrome or not?
4. Which error shall be raised if we use scanf statements insteadof cin?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 3 Enrollment No. Group : F
Practical Problem WAP to input elements in two matrices and then find the sum ofthese matrices.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of conditional statements and loops.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout,cin, different looping constructs and conditionalstatements.
Duration for
completion

1 Hour
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Apart from If condition statements, which statements can weuse to solve this problem?
2. How one can take compare two integers in C++?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that the sameprogram generates the multiplication of diagonal of twomatrix?
4. Which error shall be raised if we write condition as follow?if(int x=10 && int y=20)

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 4 Enrollment No. Group : F
Practical Problem Write a program to generate n lines of the following pattern on thecomputer screen:4321432434
Objective(s) Clear the concept of conditional statements and loops.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout,cin, different looping constructs and conditionalstatements.
Duration for
completion

1 Hour
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between for and do..while()loop constructs.
2. How one can develop the same program without using forconstruct?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that the sameprogram prints the same pattern but in descending order asfollow?4434324321
4. Which error shall be raised if provide only three ; in for loop?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 5 Enrollment No. Group : F
Practical Problem Write a program that define class student, in which put field likestudent id,name,class name and marks of minimum 5 subjects, anddo the following:1. Insert values for five students through constructor.2. Calculate percentage and grade, if student is fail in anysubject then grade is F and if he/she is pass then criteria forgrade is as follows:a. if per >=70 grade is Ab. if per >=60 and <70 then grade is Bc. if per >=50 and <60 then grade is Cd. otherwise D.Display student information according to grade wise, whenever youdisplay student information
Objective(s) Clear the concept of Class and Objects.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout,cin, different looping constructs and conditionalstatements along with struct, class and object.
Duration for
completion

2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between structure and class
2. How one can execute the same program without creatingobject?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that programwill print student detail who are fail, when program will getterminate?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide semicolon (;)at the end of class?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 6 Enrollment No. Group : F
Practical Problem Write a program that defines a class called calculation_area whichcalculate different areas of shapes like triangle, circle, square,rectangle etc; using the concept of method overloading.  Create theobject of calculation_area and using the concept of menu driven calldifferent method of calculation_area
Objective(s) Clear the concept of Class and Objects.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout,cin, different looping constructs and conditionalstatements along with struct, class and object.
Duration for
completion

2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between constructor anddestructor.
2. How one can print area of shape that has been selected byuser when program execution gets terminate?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so data should notbe accessible outside the class?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide any accessmodifier to any data member and we try to call that memberfrom main function using object?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 7 Enrollment No. Group : F
Practical Problem Create a class Counter that contains an int count variable. Thereshould be default constructor in class Counter which will ask user togive the initial value for count variable. It should print its count valuewhich is provided by user and message like "It is being created",when an object is being created using new operator. It should alsoprint its count value and message like "It is being destroyed", whenobject is being destroyed using delete operator.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of new and delete operators.
Pre-requisite Usage of cout,cin, different looping constructs and conditionalstatements along with class & object.
Duration for
completion

1 Hour
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between new and constructor.
2. How one can free the resources which have been allocatedduring the program execution?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so we can allocatememory without using new operator?
4. Which will happen if we don’t free the resources that havebeen allocated during the program execution?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 8 Enrollment No. Group : F
Practical Problem Write a program to create Student class with the followingattributes.Register Number, Name of the student, Mark in Subject 1, Mark insubject 2, Mark in subject 3, Total MarksThe total of the three marks must be calculated only when thestudent passes in all three subjects. The passing marks for eachsubject is 50. If a candidate fails in any one of the subjects, his totalmarks must be declared as 0. Using this conditions, write aconstructor for this class. Write a method displayStudent() to displaythe details of the student object. In main method create an array ofthree Student objects and display the object details.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of member functions and how to handle functionswith object.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function.
Duration for
completion

2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between constructor andmember method.
2. How one can set the initial value of all data members ofclass?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that initialvalues will get printed at the time of object creation?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide constructorname same as class name?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 9 Enrollment No. Group : F
Practical Problem Considered the Student class defined in the previous program(11),write a method bestStudent() which returns the student with thehighest total marks and print the detail of that student.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of member functions and how to handle functionswith object.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function.
Duration for
completion

2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between object andconstructor.
2. How one can access the private data of class?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that initialvalues of one object will get assign to another object?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide destructorname same as class name?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming

Practical No. 10 Enrollment No. Group : F
Practical Problem Create two classes Feet and Centimeter which store the value ofheight. Feet stores height in feet and Centimeter in centimeter. Writea program that can read values for the class objects and add oneobject of Feet with another object of Centimeter. Use a friendfunction to carry out the addition operation. The object that storesthe results may be a Feet object or Centimeter Object, depending onthe units in which the result is required.The display should be in the format of Feet or Centimeter dependingon the object on display.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of friend function
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function.
Duration for
completion

2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between virtual function andfriend function?
2. How one can one set the default value to the functionparameter?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that we cancarry out multiplication operation?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide forwarddeclaration of class when we are implementing concept ofFriend function?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 11 Enrollment No. Group : F
Practical Problem Overload + and – for a SinglyLinkedList class such that + providesinsert node and – provides delete node operation.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of operator overloading.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function.
Duration for completion 1 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologiesto solve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructorsand destructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism andimplement static (compile time) polymorphism inprograms by overloading operators.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between functionoverloading and operator function?
2. How one can overload (: :) operator?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that we canprint the SinglyLinkedList object by overloading cout<< ?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t overload operatorfunction to insert the value in SinglyLinkedList?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 12 Enrollment No. Group : F
Practical Problem Write a program to create a class called Integer. Display the additionand division of two Integer objects.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of operator overloading.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function.
Duration for
completion

1 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructors anddestructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism and implementstatic (compile time) polymorphism in programs byoverloading operators.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between operator function andcast operator function?
2. How one can overload (->) operator?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that we canincrement Integer objects by 3 value?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide return type inoperator function?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the
student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 13 Enrollment No. Group : F
Practical Problem Create three class Publisher, Book and Stock, Publisher class hasdata member like publisher name and subject and email-id, and

Book class inherit the properties of Publisher class and it has datamember like book name, rate and Stock class inherit theproperties of Book class and it has data member like total quantityand total rate and do the following operation.Create three constructors for base and derived class.Create array of object for Stock.Insert data through derived class parameterized constructor.Illustrate the use of this reference and Super keyword.Display all the information according to publisher wise and inproper format through parent class reference variable.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of Inheritance.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function, function overriding,access modifiers.
Duration for completion 2 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructorsand destructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism andimplement static (compile time) polymorphism in programsby overloading operators.
4. To understand and implement the concept of inheritanceand overriding functions.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Mastering C++ by Venugopal, Object Oriented Programming withC++ by Balaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between hybrid inheritanceand hierarchical inheritance?
2. How one can inherit friend class by private accessibility?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that stockclass cannot use attributes and methods of book class?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide accessmodifiers for inheritance?

Assessment
achieves the desired objective(s) Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Secured by the student
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 14 Enrollment No. Group : F
Practical Problem Create a base class called shape. Use this class to store two doubletype values that could be use to compute the area of figures. Derivetwo specific classes called triangle and rectangle from the baseshape. Add get_data() member function to the base class tocompute and display the area of figure. Make display_area() as avirtual function and redefine this function in the derived classes tosuit their requirements.Using these classes design a program that will accept dimensionsof the triangle or a rectangle interactivly and display the area.
Objective(s) Clear the concept of Virtual Function.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function, function overriding,access modifiers and inheritance.
Duration for completion 1 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructorsand destructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism andimplement static (compile time) polymorphism in programsby overloading operators.
4. To understand and implement the concept of inheritanceand overriding functions.
5. To understand concept of dynamic polymorphism usingvirtual functions, overriding functions and abstract class.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between virtual function andpure virtual function?
2. How one can access the current copy of base class bycalling function using derive class object?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so thatdisplay_area() method can calculate area of circle?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide virtualkeyword to create pure virtual function?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired

objective(s)
Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Marks Secured
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 15 Enrollment No. Group : F
Practical Problem Write a program which reads a text from keyboard and displaysthe following information on the screen in two columns:Number of capital letters.Number of Vowels.Number of Consonant.String should be right – justified and the numbers should be left –justified in a suitable field width
Objective(s) Learn how to format output using i/o functions.
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function, function overriding,access modifiers, inheritance and formatting function .
Duration for completion 1 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructorsand destructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism andimplement static (compile time) polymorphism in programsby overloading operators.
4. To understand and implement the concept of inheritanceand overriding functions.
5. To understand concept of dynamic polymorphism usingvirtual functions, overriding functions and abstract class.
6. To understand I/O operations and hierarchy of File Streamclasses and able to develop programs to perform File andI/O operations.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Mastering C++ by Venugopal, Object Oriented Programming withC++ by Balaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between get() and put()function of istream and ostream.
2. How do the I/O facilities in C++ differ from that in C?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that we cancalculate how many words are there in input?
4. Which error shall be raised if we don’t provide iomanipheader file in this program?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired bjective(s) Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Marks Secured
Signature
Date



5 years Integrated M.Sc (IT): 2nd Semester
Practical Problem and Assessment Policy

060010203: Object Oriented Programming
Practical No. 16 Enrollment No. Group : F
Practical Problem Write a text analyzer program that will read any text file. Theprogram is to print a menu that gives the user the option ofcounting lines, words, characters, sentences (one or more wordsending in a period), or all of the above from the given file. Provide aseparate function for each option. At the end of the analysis,generate appropriate report and write it in report.txt file.
Objective(s) Clear the concepts of handling file in C++
Pre-requisite Usage of class, object and member function, function overriding,access modifiers, inheritance and formatting function and headerfiles, file classes for I/O in file.
Duration for completion 1 Hours
PEO(s) to be achieved PEO2: To provide quality practical skill of tools and technologies tosolve industry problems.
PO(s) to be achieved PO6: Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern tools asnecessary for software development.
CO(s) to be achieved 1. To understand the basic terminology of object orientedprogramming.

2. To understand memory management using constructorsand destructors.
3. To understand the concept of polymorphism andimplement static (compile time) polymorphism in programsby overloading operators.
4. To understand and implement the concept of inheritanceand overriding functions.
5. To understand concept of dynamic polymorphism usingvirtual functions, overriding functions and abstract class.
6. To understand I/O operations and hierarchy of File Streamclasses and able to develop programs to perform File andI/O operations.

Solution must contain Program and Output
Nature of submission Handwritten
References for solving
the problem

Thinking in C++ by Bruce eckel – Volume 1, Mastering C++ byVenugopal, Object Oriented Programming with C++ byBalaguruswami.
Post Laboratory
questions

1. Give two points of differences between ostraem andofstream?
2. How one can create a new file using program?
3. What changes should be made in the logic so that if filealready exists, it should delete all content of that file at thetime of file creation?
4. Which header file we need to include for file handling?

Assessment
Solution achieves the desired bjective(s) Viva

Out of Marks 10 5
Marks Secured
Signature
Date


